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Uzun V.Ja., Моscow
Assessing Results of Eltsyn’s Agrarian Reform
The article provides analysis of Yeltsin’s agrarian reform carried out in

the 90>ies of the twentieth century. Transition to the market economy has
raised the level of the competitiveness of agriculture as well as the efficiency
of the resources employed but led to increased rural unemployment and
withdrawal from circulation of a considerable part of the farmland.

Аgricultural production, reform, the efficiency

Kaluginа Z.I., Novosibirsk
The Results of Market Transformation of the Agrarian Sector in

Russia
The article investigated the main trends, economic effects and social

consequences of the post–Soviet market reforms of the Russian agrifood
sector, identified the basic stages of the agrarian policy, analyzed the causes
of institutional traps, and the possible positive and negative consequences
of Russia’s accession to the WTO.

Аgrarian reform, institutional traps, agricultural policy, WTO

Altukhov V.A., Novosibirsk
Siberian Agrarians: «We Wait for Changes!»
The paper writes that joining WTO could have strong impact on the

Siberian agricultural market and cause its limitation to its own regional
boundaries; advantages and disadvantages of the current governmental
agricultural policy is also analyzed.

WTO, agricultural production, grain export, governmental support,
standards of quality

Kiselnikov A.A., Novosibirsk
Actual Grain Balance
The author of the paper who is a Head of the Novosibirskstat talks

about a current situation in the statistical reporting concerning production
and consumption of the grain (governmental approaches, accounting
practice, methodical and political nuances of the statistical accounting).
«How much grain are currently produced and how much do we have only
God knows» – he said and explained why it is happened and how could we
live and work with this.

Grain balance, statistical accounting, shadow economy, «Rosstat»,
Ministry of Agriculture, grain export

Kossov V.V., Moscow
Expensive Fuels as a Threat to the Integrity of Russia
The article is devoted to the justification of the need to lower prices for

motor fuel in the domestic market in Russia in comparison with world prices.
This allows us to lower the share of expenditure on transport and energy in
production costs in Russia to the European level.

Normal price, fuel taxes

Selin V.S., Bashmakova E.P., Apatity
Trends and Problems of the State Strategy of Russia in the Arctic
The analysis of the strategic documents of the Russian Federation for

the development of the Arctic space is presented. The main objectives and
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priorities for the development of the Russian Arctic are discussed. There is
analyzed the internal and external situation in the present time with regard
to the development of the Russian Arctic and the possible impact of this
situation on the objectives and priorities of the Strategy of the Arctic
development. Positive and negative trends of the Russian Federation in
carrying out real actions in the Arctic region are revealed.

Тhe Arctic, hydrocarbon resources, transport potential, the North Sea
Route, Strategy, national interests, legislation

Shevchenko Yu.S., Chita
The Mining Industry and Conditions Economic: the Exit from

Reversed Circle
At Zabaikalsky region finished her work near 80% mining industry. At

result were formed considerable economical, ecological and social
problems. The region administration to hope on outer investors, but in
principle this investors has not interest by region and her inhabitants. The
interior reserves is a basic exit from the situation crisis. In part the problem
of inhabitation being busy of mining settlements can to decide by way of
legalization of the business mining fellow and forming of the claster mining,
which would unite of free>gifters, artels, mines, mining>concentrating and
working over (plus the re>partition metallurgical) works.

Crisis, outer investors, interior reserves, inhabitation being busy, fellow
mining business, mining claster

Voronov Yu.P., Kropov S.A., Novosibirsk
Political Division Development
For Altai region as an example some approaches for political division

development are discussed. They may be used in other regions of Russian
Federation. Original criteria of territorial units pooling are proposed.

Рolitical division and governance development, pooling criteria,
governance quality

Khandazhapova L.M., Lubsanova N.B., Ulan/Ude
Economic Prospects, Social Risks and Ecological Problems of

Development of Tourisv on Baikal
This article analyzes the economic prospects, social risks and ecological

problems of tourism development on the Lake Baikal. A special place is
given to the problem in assessing the impact of tourism on the economy of
the region, to the using of sociological methods of analysis of social and
environmental tourism.

Тourism, consumer spending of tourists, tourist traffic, social risks,
ecological problems

Novikov A.V., Novosibirsk
Economical education: preparing our business engineers
This article deals with the problem of reform of economic education

through a business as professional engineers, satisfying the requirement
of the business community. A system of specific activities to rebuild the
economists of the day business needs.

Higher education, engineering business
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Ugrovatov A.P., Novosibirsk
Siberian Frauds in the 1920s
The author, analyzing the court materials and police archive recordings

of Siberia and the Public Archive of the Russian Federation, describes
historical facts, considers different kinds of cheats on the base of the real
events taken place in Siberian cities in the 1920s, and analyzes the causess
of this phenomenon.

Fraud, police, Russian Criminal Service (UGRO), courts, criminal
behavior

Ezrokh Yu.S., Novosibirsk
Russian Banks in Terms of Accession to the WTO: Reality and

Prospects
The paper analyzes the problems and prospects of the domestic banking

sector in the face of Russia’s accession to the WTO, restrictions and
obligations that apply to banks and private banking services, leasing.

Сommercial bank, the WTO, Russia’s accession to the WTO, leasing

Klistorin V.I., Novosibirsk
How could a Society Become More Wealthy and More Perfect?
The author thinks about the questions – is it imaginable that there may

be an economy where all the economic players play by the same rules, and
can we take it that ethics is a public good?

Ethics, public good, individual, state, economy

Ignatova T.V., Ivichev V.A., Moscow
Technology of News Streaming Processing for News Personalized

Recommendations
This article describes the implemented approach to the issue of

personalized news, which allows for content and other characteristics of
the news, the visibility and relevance of information news occasions,
personal preferences, and the result is а personalized recommendations
in the structured, dynamic and user–friendly way.

Information system, personalized recommendations for users,
clustering, linguistic processing, user profile
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